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M

aloo Investwise Pvt. Ltd. (erstwhile Maloo Finance & Investment Services)
established in 1992. Our purpose is to helps our customers on their journey to
fulfill their financial dreams. With more than 28 years of experience, Maloo
Investwise is the most esteemed & trusted financial service provider in Rajasthan.
We provide Investment & mutual fund and diversified financial services through
dynamic information management, benchmarking and continuous client reporting.

Award and Achievements

Founder and Pioneer
Dr. Ramesh Chand Maloo, Founder of
MIPL is a Cer tified Financial Planner (CFP)
with over 28 years of experience in
financial management

He won NSE Market Achievers Award in 2018.

His Ph.D. ”Analysis of Investment Oppor tunitiesA comparative study of Mutual F unds, Equity,
and traditional Investments.” highlighted
investment oppor tunities in open market

He won the "Tarakki champion" Award in 2019

He has undergone a shor t term course on “Family
Business: Organization, Strategies,
Internationalization and Succession” F rom the
prestigious IIM, Ahemdabad.

He is a recipient of CNBC TV 18, UTI MF, and
ICRA's Best per forming MFD Award erstwhile
(Individual Financial Advisor A ward)for nor th
India cities (tier II)' 2018-19

He also has done shor t term course of leadership
development program on the business
transformation from ISB Hyderabad city.

He is recipient of MFRT Imperial Qualifier Award
in Year 2013.

Company Strategy

Our Services
Online Investment

Mission Statement

Our website and mobile app (IOS and Android) provide
our clients with useful financial tools,calculators and
ar ticles for better financial planning and do-it- yourself
online investment options.

To ensure optimal financial growth of our clients.

Vision
To build long-term relationship with our clients and
provide them real time financial services through use of
state-of-the-ar t technology and innovation.

Financial Solution
We offer various financial products to help our clients
achieve their financial goals;

Purpose

Investment in Mutual Fund

To provide active por tfolio management and diversified
financial services to our clients through dynamic
information management, bench marking and continuous
client repor ting.

We are Rajasthan's largest retail financial service
provider offering a variety of financial products including
mutual funds, life insurance, health insurance, postal
schemes, bonds (capital gain, infrastr ucture,
government and RBI) etc.
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Rainy Day Fund

(set aside emergency funds to cover
miscellaneous expenses that will arise)

During our childhood days our teachers taught us the idiom to save for a rainy day. Metaphorically, rainy days
represent hard times or times of misfortune. The first wave of the current pandemic best demonstrated the
importance of this when the 68-days nationwide lockdown and subsequent unlocking phases, with restrictions,
rendered millions jobless or curtailed their regular incomes significantly. Families underwent traumatic
experiences because people never expected a situation like this to precipitate with grievous consequences.
Unfortunately, people mistook the wellness philosophy of living in the present and applied it to their finances rather
than life. They spent what they earned to make the best of the present and never planned to save money for
unforeseen circumstances. Resultantly, when their incomes dried out due to the disruption of regular life by the
pandemic, they ran into problems.

The Employees' Provident Fund Organisation
(EPFO) figures of closing about 71 lakh accounts
and money withdrawal amounting to ` 73.4 crore
between Apr to Dec 20, as compared to closing 66
lakh accounts and withdrawal amounting to ` 55.1
crore during the same period in 2019 are stark
indicators of the disruption caused by an
unforeseen event.
A rainy day or emergency fund provides safety
during mishaps or unexpected events that may
potentially disrupt your income. Financial
hardships may befall an individual with an
accident or disease requiring prolonged
hospitalization, loss of job, domestic commitment
forcing a long unpaid leave, natural disasters
requiring immediate restoration of food and
shelter, involvement in a military conflict, or a
global/national financial or health crisis.

A recent study at Azim Premji University titled
'State of Working India 2021” concluded that the
average monthly household income per capita
shrank from 5,989 in January 2020 to ` 4,979 in
October 2020. It also stated that one year of the
pandemic pushed 230 million Indians into
poverty with a 15% increase in poverty rate in
rural India and 20% surge in urban India.
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How Much to Save –
There is no defined limit to save for emergencies and will vary with
the responsibility the individual bears on his shoulders. In case he is
the sole breadwinner of the family then his savings must cater for at
least six months of monthly expenses. A pensioner who has fulfilled
his domestic responsibilities can make do with about three months
expenses. After the recent pandemic, some financial experts are
even suggesting a year worth of monthly expenses to cater for
disruption arising from simultaneous health crisis and job/income
loss, further exacerbated by the consequent economic downturn.

How to Save –
Saving for an emergency fund must start
early in life and preferably when you start
a career. The surest way to save for this is
to set aside a small portion of your
monthly income and boost it from some
windfall income coming your way, such
as tax refund, arrears of salary/pension or
gift from friends and relatives.

Where to Save Where to Save – a fund required for use in emergencies must be easily accessible. This means it
must have high liquidity and easy withdrawal options. One of the best options is to save it in sweep
fixed deposits. These are term deposits linked to the savings or current account of the individual.
Unlike normal term deposits, which fully liquidate on maturity only,an individual can withdraw
from a sweep fixed deposit account, in multiples of 1000, as per his fund requirement. The balance
amount in the account will continue to earn the term deposit rates applicable at time of initial
deposit. The other option is to keep it in liquid mutual funds with instant redemption facility. Some
fund houses offer this facility where the investor can withdraw up to 50,000 or 90% of the
investment amount on a given day through IMPS facility. The money comes to the concerned bank
account within half an hour, including processing time at the fund house. In case you save six
months or more worth of monthly expenses, then to balance between earning better returns and
maintaining liquidity, you may save about 50% in sweep fixed deposit or mutual fund with instant
redemption facility and the balance in long term fixed deposit with premature withdrawal facility
or liquid or short-term debt mutual fund.
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SMOOTH TRANSITION OF
FINANCIAL LEGACY
TO BENEFICIARIES
There is nothing more traumatic for the family members than bereavement due to the sudden or untimely
demise of their sole breadwinner. The financial distress that follows such bereavement, especially due to
documentation and procedural lapses on the part of the breadwinner further exacerbates the situation.
Ensuring that your financial legacy smoothly transitions into the hands of its rightful beneficiaries after
your demise, is of paramount importance and you must ensure it as soon as possible. The best way to go
about ensuring this is to first know and understand the possible reasons that cause this avoidable
harassment to your family members from rightfully claiming and owning your financial legacy.
Thereafter, methodically complete the documentation and institute checks and balances to avoid ensure
smooth transition and avoid fraud after your demise.
Will – this is the single most important document and you must execute it earliest. Your intestate (without
executing a will) death may lead to a succession feud and resultant complications. There are two kinds of
wills, namely, privileged, and unprivileged. Military personnel employed in expeditions or actual warfare
make a privileged will, whereas, all other wills are unprivileged wills. There is no format prescribed in the
law and one can write it in his own hand or type it. Some important points for consideration for preparing a
will are as follows:
•

Registration of a will is not mandatory but desirable to safeguard against loss and fraud. Furthermore,
to probate the will, its registration also obviates the necessity of witnesses to appear in the court.

•

Beneficiary of the will must not be a witness. In case of a dispute, other beneficiaries or nonbeneficiaries can challenge his inclusion as a witness in the court to invalidate the will.

•

It is advisable to seek legal help to draft and register the will to take care of legalities that may create
problems at the time of probating the will. In case you want to do it yourself, then there are lot of online
portals that help you to draft a will on your own.

•

Storing the will must be such that it is accessible to the beneficiary after your death.

•

You must list all your assets with their relevant details like property, bank accounts, and investments in
the will. Since some of these may change later, jurisprudence lies in including a clause in the will to
include all assets added in your name after the date of signing the will to avoid frequently changing the
will because changes in asset holding.

•

You can write the will and change it as often as you desire. However, frequent changes may lead to
legal wrangle subsequently.

Joint Accounts – people often hold single bank accounts that leads to problems for their survivors to
utilise the cash held in the account after their death. Our banking system provides a facility to hold joint
accounts. You must ensure that you hold bank accounts jointly with your next of kin. Preferably, hold them
with a 'either or survivor' clause, which means that either of you can operate the account during the lifetime
and after the death of any one holder the survivor can operate the account. In case you are not comfortable
to let your next of kin operate the account during your lifetime then hold them under the 'former and
survivor' clause. Some of the other clauses are 'anyone or survivor' for more than two joint holders, and
'latter or survivor' for precluding the primary holder to operate the account during his/her lifetime.
Investments – like banking system, nowadays most investments either in physical or dematerialized form
caters for joint holding options. It is important that you hold all your investments jointly with your next of
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kin and appoint a nominee. This will help them to liquidate or continue your investments with relative ease
after your passing.
Nominee and Legal Heir– lot of people do not hold joint accounts or investments but rely on their
single holding with a nominee. Legally, nominees only hold the assets on behalf of the legal heirs of
the deceased and that mere nomination does not amount to beneficial ownership of an asset.
Therefore, nomination is only a provision for claiming of property by the nominee as
'trustee/custodian'for a temporary duration, until the establishment of the legal heir to the property/
estate, as per the Succession Act (or Will). As opposed to a nominee, legal heir is the individual who
has the right and entitlement to succeed to the wealth and property of the deceased individual under
his signed legal will, else as per personal succession law applicable.
Mutual Funds – As per law, transmission is the process by which a joint-holder in the folio or legal heir
claims the proceeds after the death of the primary holder. The transmission process may have any one of
the following scenarios. First, transmission to surviving joint holder. Second, demise of sole or all holders,
but with a registered nominee. Third, demise of sole or all holders, without a nominee. Documentation will
vary for all the three scenarios and will be more prolonged and tedious for the scenario where the deceased
has not registered a nominee. The basic process is that the nominee or legal heir should submit a letter to
the concerned AMC for transmission of units along with the required documents. They must submit
separate application to every mutual fund house the deceased had investments. However, a single letter
will suffice for all folios of a particular AMC, if they are in the same holding mode.
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What Do Clients have to Say About Us
I have had the pleasure of knowing Shri Ramesh Maloo and Shri Kamal Maloo for the
last more than two decades when they met me soon after incorporation of their firm
Maloo Investwise erstwhile (Maloo Finance & Investment Services) in 1992.
Impressed by their knowledge based services to the clients
- I S Kavdia, I.A.S. (R)

My investment journey with CA Kamal Maloo
started in 2006 when I was new to mutual
fund investments. Since then I have invested
in mutual funds I have noticed that Maloo
Investwise is not commission-driven and
places the clients' interest foremost. I wish
them well for all their futureendeavors.
-Col Raj Rakesh (R)

I met Dr. Ramesh Maloo in 2002 and at that
time he told me to invest in mutual funds. My
experience says that investors should take
advantage of his profound financial and
investment knowledge and invest in mutual
fund schemes for better returns. My best
wishes.
- Col B B Patnayak (R)

Maloo Investwise offers a proactive and personal service and is
always available to answer queries. Developing strong
relationships with their clients is a priority for this company. I'm
very satisfied with my journey with them so far.
-Anil Vaish I.A.S. (R)
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